Security Risk Assessment Methodology
Summary
Brussels, July 2014
This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe

Context and goals
This project target is to define a security risk assessment methodology to help the European gas
infrastructure operators to assess their assets in order to achieve the delivery of focused and costeffective risk mitigation measures to the organizations.
The risk assessment phase is of central importance to security management, providing the basis on which
to determine the type, nature and severity of risks facing the owner/operator gas infrastructure assets
and the wider European gas infrastructure network.
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Methodology Inputs
The risk management process approach and the asset classification criteria have been developed from
risk management best practices; in particular, as described in the scope of work, the main inputs have
been the following:
•

Risk assessment methodology from ISO 31000:2009/ ISO/IEC 31010:2009
•
ISO 31000:2009, Risk management – Principles and guidelines, provides principles, framework
and a process for managing risk. It can be used by any kind of organization regardless of its size,
activity or sector. ISO 31000 helps organizations to increase the likelihood of achieving
objectives, improve the identification of opportunities and threats and effectively allocate and
use resources for risk treatment.
•
ISO/IEC 31010:2009, Risk management -- Risk assessment techniques, that provides guidance
on selection and application of systematic techniques for risk assessment.

•

Risk assessment methodology from Harnser
In summer 2010 the Harnser Group prepared for the European Commission ‘A Reference
Security Management Plan for Energy Infrastructure’. This is a non-binding useful guidebook for
operators of energy infrastructure assets, systems or parts thereof, independent of its
classification as European Critical or under other national category. It concentrates on
malicious, human-origin threats, whilst paying attention to all related aspects of an operation.
It is published on the website of the European Commission.

•

Risk assessment methodologies from GIE members
Gas infrastructure operators developed and shared their own customised risk assessment
methodology.
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Security risk assessment methodology
Establishing the context - Asset Perimeter (1/5)
To address the application of the security risk assessment methodology we have tried to identify the
perimeter gas infrastructure assets.
The gas network is governed by the following five distinct operations:

1.

Gas production: gas can be produced by land and off-shore wells. Usually production networks are needed to collect
gas from wells and transport it to the entry points of the transmission network.

2.

Gas transmission: to enter the transmission grid, gas needs pressurizing (10-80 bar). The gas is transmitted under
pressure in gas pipelines and compressed every 100- 400 Km. Pipeline diameters vary between 100 and 1,400 mm. gas
transmission pipelines can be operated at pressures higher than 80 bar, whereas gas distribution is typically below 16
bar (EN1594)

3.

Gas storage: gas storage is the primary measure to meet fluctuations in gas demand. There are 4 types of gas storages
used in Europe: 3 underground types - salt cavities, aquifers, and empty gas reservoirs, and 1 type on surface - LNG
storage type, usually used for "Peak shaving". LNG storage (-162 degrees, 600 times less volume) does not require any
specific geology.

4.

Gas distribution: to distribute gas towards the consume/customer. Typical gas distribution pressures are 8, 4 bar and
100, 30 mbar.

5.

LNG Terminal installations: is process to convert natural gas to liquid form for ease of storage or transport
This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe
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Security risk assessment methodology
Establishing the context - Asset Perimeter (2/5)
Process Control System

OUT OF SCOPE
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Security risk assessment methodology
Establishing the context - Asset Perimeter (3/5)
Gas transmission

Gas transmission

Valve stations: a modulating valve that controls either the flow rate or pressure through the pipeline (regulator
station). High-pressure gas from the pipeline is usually used as the supply medium needed to energize the valve
actuator.

Pressure and metering station: natural gas is usually highly pressurized as it travels through transport pipelines, but
once it reaches the consumers, it needs to be brought up to the contractual specifications for delivery. This facilities
allow pressure to be reduced, and gas to be preheated to counteract the cooling effect of the pressure reduction.
Compressor station: a facility where natural gas pressure is increased to allow the gas to enter into a higher
pressure pipeline system. Reciprocating compressor (but also centrifugal) units may be used in these applications. A
station typically comprises several units in series or parallel, as well as the necessary suction and discharge piping.
Compressor station equipment can include discharge coolers, separators, dehydrators, pig launchers/receivers,
electricity generators, and control equipment.
Blending stations: because the natural gas can come from different sources and the composition of each source
varies, the quality of the gas is closely monitored. And, where necessary, the different sources are blended, so that
the gas is suitable for domestic use. The blending stations ensure that the gas is of the desired quality for consumers.
The gas quality is determined by the Wobbe index, calorific value and density of the gas.
Import/Export station: import/export stations are the end points of the gas transport system at the borders. The
function of an import/export station is to measure the volume of natural gas supplied to customers in other
countries (export) or by suppliers (import).
Process control systems: a process control system is used to automatically control gas control systems process. The
process control system interconnects sensors, controllers, operator terminals and actuators both logically by means
of software and physically through networks or signal wires. The process control system involves using computer
technology and software engineering to help operate more efficiently and safely
This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe
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Security risk assessment methodology
Establishing the context - Asset Perimeter (4/5)
Gas transmission and distribution

Gas transmission
Data communication systems: a communication system, composed of five components (message, sender, receiver,
medium and the protocol), for the transmission of electronic data. It allows senders and receivers (data devices) to
communicate with each other by means of a transmission medium (cables, radio waves, etc.) using agreed data
communication rules.
Emergency /Call Center: it’s an organizative and technological system which ensure public safety and health by
addressing different emergencies regarding gas infrastructure. In particular it leads to: Management reporting of
faults and disturbances on the grid (supervision center); Anomaly management control systems in the area;
Activation Intervention Teams; Carrying out emergency intervention; Management reporting for the closure
Gas flow control centre: the gas flow control center continuously monitors flow rates and pressures at various points
in its system. The operators must ensure that the gas reaches each customer with sufficient flow rate and pressure
to fuel equipment and appliances. They also ensure that the pressures stay below the maximum pressure for each
segment of the system.

Gas distribution
Emergency /Call Center: the characteristics of the specific asset are already described in the 4.2.1 paragraph “Gas
Transmission”.
Blending stations: the characteristics of the specific asset are already described in the 4.2.1 paragraph “Gas
Transmission”.
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Security risk assessment methodology
Establishing the context - Asset Perimeter (5/5)
Gas storage and LNG

Gas storage
Underground storage installations: subsurface storage (including depleted gas or oil reservoirs and salt dome
caverns) that store natural gas that has been transferred from its original location for the primary purpose of load
balancing (the process of equalizing the receipt and delivery of gas); natural gas underground storage processes and
operations (including compression, dehydration and flow measurement, and excluding transmission pipelines); all
the wellheads connected to the compression units located at the facility that inject and recover natural gas into and
from the underground reservoirs.
Peak shavers: LNG peak-shaving facilities are used for storing surplus natural gas that is to be used to meet the
requirements of peak consumption later during winter or summer. Each peak-shaving facility has a regasification
unit attached but may or may not have a liquefaction unit. These facilities without a liquefaction unit depend upon
tank trucks to bring LNG from other nearby sources to them

Liquefied Natural Gas
LNG Terminal installations: The process of Liquefaction is carried out in a liquefaction plant. Mostly these are very
large scale plants but in many countries small LNG plants have been built to liquefy gas during the seasons of low
demand to provide “peak shaving” when required. An LNG Terminal is a facility at which liquefied natural gas is
“regasified” (turned back into a gaseous state) after shipment by sea from the area of production.

Gas Production Facilities and Gas Pipelines are out of scope
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Security risk assessment methodology
Establishing the context - Scope
The scope definition of the target security risk assessment methodology can be driven by the definition of
“security” and the identification of the asset to be protected.

Risk
Effect (whether positive or negative) of uncertainty on objectives. It can be calculated as a combination of
the likelihood of an event and its consequence and impacts

Risk management
Identification, assessment, and prioritization of risks followed by coordinated and economical application
of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the probability and/or impact of unfortunate events or to
maximize the realization of opportunities

Security Risk
Effect (whether positive or negative) of uncertainty on security objectives

Security
All measures taken to protect an Organization's business processes and targets against threats (natural,
intentional, indirect) in order to avoid damage completely or at least minimize business disruption
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Security risk assessment methodology
Framework Overview
Establishing the context

Risk Identification
Asset Classification
• Asset Type

Threat Analysis
• Potential threat sources

• Asset Criticality

• Threat Catalogue

• Asset environment to drive threat
applicability

Communication
and consultation

• Threat Profile

• Asset vs Threat matrix map

Monitoring and
review

Risk Analysis
• Evaluation of the likelihood of risk
scenario

• Evaluation of the Impact & consequences of
risk scenario

• Definition of the risk matrix

• Object Classification

Risk Evaluation
• Comparing the risk findings with risk criteria

• Preliminary Analysis

Risk Treatment

Legend:
Risk Assessment
domain

• Selection of the strategy for managing risk
• Risk Treatment plan
• Evaluation the effectiveness of the AS-IS
security measures & Gap Analysis

•
•
•
•
•

Identification of counter-measures
Security guidelines
Evaluation of the residual risk
Vulnerability analysis
Supplementary measures
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Security risk assessment methodology
Framework Overview – definition (smart view)
Establishing the context

Risk Identification
Asset Classification
• Asset Type

Threat Analysis
• Potential threat sources

• Asset Criticality

• Threat Catalogue

• Asset environment to drive threat
applicability

Communication
and consultation

• Threat Profile

• Asset vs Threat matrix map

Risk Analysis
• Evaluation of the likelihood of risk
scenario

• Evaluation of the Impact & consequences of
risk scenario

• Definition of the risk matrix

• Object Classification

Monitoring and
review

Vulnerability analysis: Process of
Security guideline measures:
Risk
Evaluation
identifying, quantifying and prioritizing (or
Package of measures considered to
Gap Analysis: process to identify the gap
• Comparing the risk findingsbe
with
criteria requirement
• Preliminary
therisk
minimum
for Analysisranking) the vulnerabilities of an asset.
between the security measures in place
(Vulnerability: weakness of an asset or
protecting an asset.
for the protection of an asset and the
control that can be exploited by a threat)
security baseline measures identified for
Risk Treatment
the asset.
• Selection of the strategy for managing risk
• Risk Treatment plan
• Evaluation the effectiveness of the AS-IS
security measures & Gap Analysis

•
•
•
•
•

Identification of counter-measures
Security guidelines
Evaluation of the residual risk
Vulnerability analysis
Supplementary measures
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Security risk assessment methodology
Requirements map
This proposed Security Risk Assessment Methodology is compliant with the requirements of the ANNEX II of
the Council Directive 2008/114/EC (8 December 2008).
The following table maps the requirements with the activities and the outcomes of the proposed
methodology.
2008/114/EC requirements

Security Risk Assessment Methodology

Identification of important assets

• Asset perimeter definition
• Asset Classification activities

Conducting a risk analysis based on major threat
scenarios, vulnerability of each asset, and potential
impact

• Threat catalog definition
• Risk scenario analysis (likelihood & impact)
• Vulnerability analysis

Identification, selection and prioritization of
• permanent security measures

• Security guidelines

• graduated security measures

• Supplementary measures
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Risk Identification
Security Risk Scenarios
Starting from the definition of security risk (“Effect, whether positive or negative, of uncertainty on security
objectives”) we could express this entity as:
Security Risk = {< si ,ji , yi >} i = 1,2,..., N
where;
• si represents scenario i in the set of N scenarios considered.
• ji is the probability of scenario i.
• yi is the potential consequence under the conditions of scenario i.
A “security risk scenario” is the a particular risk event identified by a specific threat applied on a specific
asset. Each risk scenario is characterized by its likelihood and its impact.
The set of security risk scenarios have to consider all possible security risk events, it should be exhaustive
and mutually exclusive. The scenarios considered may span a wide range of different circumstances, from
technical failures in the compressor station to explosive device terrorist attack to a gas flow control centre.
The first task to design an adequate set of security risk scenarios is the identification of all possible
sources of risk (Risk Identification). Missing some relevant source of risk may produce a lack of
exhaustiveness in the set of scenarios and therefore may lead to risk underestimation.

This methodology proposes a “threat catalogue” of thread sources that are applied on asset/component
perimeter defining a set of security risk scenarios.
Asset Perimeter = {<Asset/Componentj > } i = 1,2,..., M.
Threat Catalogue = {< threat eventk > } k = 1,2,..., L.

Security Risk = {< si ,ji , yi >} i = 1,2,..., N (N = M X L)

Each security risk scenarios is representative of a set of scenarios that produce similar consequences. The
probability of each selected scenario must account for all the non-addressed scenarios that it represents.
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Risk Identification
Asset Classification
The objective of this first stage is to define a common approach to characterize the assets and/or the
components that will define the perimeter of the risk assessment process.
The asset classification approach is composed by different sections:
• Asset Type: used to understand the role and the function of the asset, to assign an unique asset ID that
identifies the granularity of the asset definition (asset / component) and link the components to the related
asset. This section is linked to the “Gas infrastructure scheme and definition” proposed.
Asset / Component ID

Related asset ID

Description/function

• Asset Criticality: this section is used to understand the criticality and the attractiveness of the asset (or
component) considered and to drive the evaluation of the potential impact in case of loss event.
 Internal and external dependencies, in order to map the I/O relationships and dependencies of assets (or component)
 Financial impact, addressing the evaluation of the direct (e.g. Replacement/repair) and indirect costs in case of asset
loss
 Gas Supply Impact, addressing the evaluation of how many people would be indirectly (because of no supply of gas)
impacted
 House/Facility, addressing the evaluation of how many people live, work, transit (outside the location) within the "limit
distance”
 Workforce, specifying the number and type of workforce located onsite.
 Service Deliver, in order to understand the percentage of overall service delivery that the asset is responsible for.

• Asset Environment: used to support the analysis of the applicability of a threat on the asset:
Surrounding environment

Geographical characteristics
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Risk Identification
Threat Analysis (1/3)
In order to indentify the possible loss events that can have a negative impact on the assets included in the
scope of analysis, it’s proposed a Threat Analysis Model.
The threat catalog defines:
• the thread source classification and definition;
• the thread effect;
• the type of asset that can be impacted;
• the general thread impact.
This model will be useful to address the identification of the specific security measures:
• Security measures that prevent the source applicability;
• Security measures that contrast the effect of a threat;
• Security measures that limit the impact of a threat;
An “all hazards approach” is adopted to best comply with the requirements of the European Programme
for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) and the EU Directives.
This approach identifies a very wide threats catalogue (e.g. also natural threat are considered in the risk
scenarios) but every Organization could decide to have a narrow or wide threat catalogue, including or
not natural threats, and the methodology works the same independently from the threats perimeter.
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Risk Identification
Threat Analysis (2/3)
Threat Type
Threat source
Natural threat Earth

Intentional

Earth
Earth
Air
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Fire
Sky
Biological
Pandemic
Political
Criminal

Threat class
Threats related to Earthquake (shock waves, earth cracks, etc.)
Threats related to Land slide (landslide, mudslide, etc.)
Volcanic eruption threats
Wind Strength related threats (tornado, wind storm, etc.), including Material Movement (dust / sand storm, etc.)
Snow related threats (from sky, from mountains, etc.)
Threats related to Hail (grandine)
Water (dynamic) related threats - Tidal Wave / Tsunami
Water (dynamic) related threats - Flood
Water (dynamic) related threats - Water Spout (tromba marina o tromba d'acqua)
Threats related to fire (fire storm, wild fire, urban fire, heat, etc.)
Threats from Sky / Space ( Lightning, asteroids, etc.)
Biological threats (plants, fallen trees, etc.)
Epidemic occurring on a scale which crosses international boundaries, usually affecting a large number of people
Political threats (civil disorder, riots, state of war, etc.)
Physical threats from third persons to employee (kidnapping, extortion, acts of violence against employees, etc.)

Criminal
Criminal
Criminal
Criminal
Non-criminal
ICT
ICT

Indirect
Threats

Physical threats from third persons to objects (sabotage, physical intrusion, etc.)
Theft (IT property, vehicles, clothing, site-specific component, information, etc.)
Threats from Vandal (destruction, incendiarism, etc.)
Threats from Employees with Criminal Intentions (info theft, breach of confidentiality, fraud, sabotage, etc.)
Threats from Activists / Local community (Demonstrations, Protesting, Campaigning, Blockade, etc.)
ICT attacks threats from third parties (hacking, introduction of malware, intrusion, etc.)
ICT attacks threats from employees or internal person working in the organization (hacking, introduction of
malware, intrusion, etc.)
Foreign Powers Threats from Foreign Powers (espionage, info theft, etc.)
Terrorist
Terrorist / Organised Crime (Explosive Device Attack, Small arms attack, Chemical, Biological, Radiological Attack
(CBR))
Accident
Aviation Accidents on air and ground
Accident
Maritime Accidents on port, near cost and off the coast
Accident
Vehicle Accidents (Car Accident/ Multiple Car Accident/ Bus Accident)
Accident
Rail Accidents occurring above or below ground
Accident
Threats deriving from neighbouring businesses / houses / sensitive targets (accidents in neighbouring businesses /
houses / sensitive targets having impact on Assets, etc.)
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Risk Identification
Threat Analysis (3/3)
The asset environment permit to exclude the applicability of some threats (see ”Threat vs Asset”
applicability matrix map – Risk Assessment Tool).
The presence or the absence of specific asset environment characteristics implicitly support the evaluation
of the presence (1) or the absence (0) of a threat source.

Excluding the threat source permits to exclude the related threat class (set of threats having the same
threat source).
The ”Threat vs Asset” applicability matrix enable the exclusion of the inapplicable threats to the next stage
of the risk scenario evaluation.

Threat type

Threat source

Threat class:

Natural threat

Earth

Threats related to Earthquake (shock waves, earth cracks, etc.)

Natural threat

Earth

Threats related to Land slide (landslide, mudslide, etc.)

Natural threat

Earth

Volcanic eruption threats
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Risk Analysis
Potential Risk vs. Residual Risk
The proposed methodology is designed to first evaluate the potential risks of the assets in scope in order
to estimate their risk level without considering the existing security measures and then to evaluate, in a
later stage, the residual risk to have a better understanding of the actual security level of the assets.

While potential risk is evaluated without assessing the existing security measures, the residual risk is
evaluated considering the security measures that are in place and that can influence the likelihood and/or
the impact of the risk event.
The proposed methodology considers the potential risk in the risk analysis phase while the evaluation of
the existing security measures will be managed during the risk treatment phase in the “Evaluation of the
effectiveness of the AS-IS measures & GAP analysis” activity.
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Risk Analysis
Likelihood estimation (1/2)
Likelihood estimation may be either quantitative or qualitative: the choice of one or other approach depends
on the availability of data, their quantity and quality. When almost no data are available or their quality is
either low or unknown, likelihoods may be estimated with a qualitative approach.
Considering our methodology inputs and in particular the risk assessment methodologies from GIE members,
a semi-quantitative approach is proposed and, in order to guarantee a standard comparable risk matrix, the
following five-class scale is defined*:
1.

Very low probability (It is extremely unlikely that the incident will occur – no experience in the gas
sector)

2.

Low probability (It is unlikely to occur – very limited experience in the gas sector: occurs approximately
once over 10 year)

3.

Medium probability (It is a likely event – similar accidents have been reported in the gas sector: occurs
approximately once every 5 years)

4.

High probability (It is very likely to occur – it has been experienced in most systems in the gas sector:
occurs once per year )

5.

Very high probability (It will happen in the close future: occurs twice per year or more.)

(*) in the EURACOM project a five-class scale is suggested and IEC/ISO 31010 quotes an application where also five classes
are considered (likely, possible, unlikely, rare, remote).
This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe
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Risk Analysis
Likelihood estimation (2/2)
• For every asset, every threat class (from the threat catalogue) have to be considered.
• Considering the Asset environment, it is evaluated the applicability of a threat class to the specific asset
(The “Threat vs Asset” applicability matrix ).
• This can filter the universe of possible risk scenarios obtaining a set of applicable risk scenarios.

• For every remaining applicable risk scenarios it is evaluated the risk scenarios likelihood using the semiquantitative approach defined by the Likelihood Estimation Scale

Asset vs. Threat applicability matrix
Surrounding
environment

Threat
source
type

Natural
threat

Threat
sourc
e

Earth

Threat class:

Airport/Flight
paths

Railways

...

Land Area

Shore Area

Off-shore

Volcanic Area

Cold / rainy
area

1/0

1/0

...

1/0

1/0

1/0

1/0

1/0

Considering the Asset/Component environment, is the threat
class applcable to the specific Asset/Component?

1
Threats related to
Earthquake (shock
waves, earth cracks,
etc.)

...... ......

Houses,
industrial sites

Asset XYZ environment
(from Asset Classification)

1/0

<Asset XYZ>

Geographical characteristic

Yes/No

Likelihood
Estimation
Scale

2
3
4
5

Risk scenarios
likelihood

If the Treat Class is applicable,
evaluate the specific security
riskItscenarios
likelihood
(L) that the
is extremely
unlikely

incident will occur: no experience in
the gas sector
Choose
from the Likelihood
It is unlikely
to occur: very limited experience in the gas sector:
Low probability
Estimation
Scale
occurs
approximately
once over 10 year)
It is a likely event: similar accidents have been reported in the gas
Medium probability
sector and occur approximately once every 5 years
It is very likely to occur: it has been experienced in most systems in
High probability
the gas sector and occurs once per year
It will happen in the close future: occurs twice per year or more
Very high probability
Very low probability
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Risk Analysis
Impact estimation
• Considering the Asset/Component Criticality, the impact (seriousness) of the threat class to the specific
Asset/Component have to be considered.
• This will influence the final value (Weighted impact) of the Asset Criticality considered
• For every remaining applicable risk scenarios it is evaluated the “Risk scenarios Impact” that is the Average
of all the weighted Impact.
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Risk Analysis
Risk scenario score and Object Classification
Using the Impact-Likelihood (Risk Matrix), every remaining applicable risk scenarios is scored:
Very Low Risk Scenario (VL)

2.

Low Risk Scenario (L)

3.

Medium Risk Scenario (M)

4.

High Risk Scenario (H)

5.

Very high Risk Scenario (VH)

The aim of the Object Classification phase is to
associate an overall risk class to each object. The
scoring impact must be translated in a new
classification scheme /scale, in order to define an
object classification criteria, using the following scale:

1
Risk Scenario impact
Weighted Impact (Ws) Average

1.

Risk Scenario Likelihood
2
3
4

5

M (3)

H (4)

VH (5)

VH (5)

VH (5)

4

M (3)

M (3)

H (4)

H (4)

VH (5)

3

L (2)

L (2)

M (3)

H (4)

H (4)

2

VL (1)

L (2)

L (2)

M (3)

H (4)

1

VL (1)

VL (1)

L (2)

M (3)

M (3)

Object Classification

• High Risk Object (e.g. 4-5): Objects whose unavailability
may cause very significant business consequences.
• Medium Risk Object (e.g. 2-3): Objects whose
unavailability may cause serious business consequences.
• Low Risk Object (e.g. 1): Objects whose unavailability
may cause limited and defined business consequences.

5

High Risk Object

Medium Risk Obj.

Low Risk Obj.
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Risk Evaluation
General principles
Risk evaluation involves comparing estimated levels of risk (outcomes of risk analysis) with Organization
defined risk criteria, in order to determine the significance of the level and type of risk.
Risk evaluation uses the understanding of risk obtained during risk analysis to make decisions about future
actions. Decisions may include:
• whether a risk needs treatment;
• priorities for treatment;
• whether an activity should be undertaken.
The nature of the decisions that need to be made and the criteria which will be used to make those
decisions were addressed when establishing the context but they need to be revisited in more detail at
this stage now that more is known about the particular risks identified.
The proposed methodology adopt a framework for defining risk criteria that divides risks that need
treatment from those which do not.
The decision about whether and how to treat the risk could depend on the costs and benefits of taking the
risk and the costs and benefits of implementing improved controls: it depend on Organization defined
specific risk criteria.
This methodology uses a common approach to divide risks (from Object Classification) into three bands:
• an upper band (High Risk Object) - Objects whose unavailability may cause very significant business
consequences;
• a middle band (Medium Risk Object) - Objects whose unavailability may cause serious business
consequences;
• a lower band (Low Risk Object ) - Objects whose unavailability may cause limited and defined business
consequences.
This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe
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Risk Evaluation
Comparing the risk findings with risk criteria
Risk Criteria
Every Organization defines criteria to be used to evaluate the significance of risk. The risk criteria should
be consistent with the Organization's risk management policy and they should reflect the Organization's
values, objectives and resources: establishing risk criteria means setting limits that help in determining
whether the asset sis exposed to an either unacceptable or to an acceptable risk level.
Risk Analysis
Object Classification: defines the overall risk level of a
specific asset.
Risk Scenario Score: defines the risk level of a specific
risk scenario (asset, threat class)

Risk Criteria
Define the criteria for deciding when a risk is acceptable
and/or tolerable and defines the criteria by which it will
be decided when a risk needs treatment .
[Risk criteria and risk treatment strategies can differ
between different Organisations]

The comparison between the object classification results and the risk criteria is used
to verify how each asset is positioned in comparison with the risk criteria set by the
organization during context establishment.

Average of all Risk scenario score
 Object Classification
Asset 3

The positioning of the assets help
organisations decide the risk treatment
strategy for each asset.

Asset 6

Risk Criteria
Asset 1

Asset 2

Asset 5

Asset 4
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Risk Evaluation
Preliminary Analysis
Preliminary Analysis
The aim of the preliminary analysis is to make a first screening in order to exclude less significant or
minor risks scenarios for an asset from further analysis. The purpose is to ensure that resources will be
focussed on the most important asset risks scenarios.
The following is an example of a preliminary analysis in which risks of an asset which would not justify
treatment are excluded from further analysis.

Asset/Component XXX Characteristics
(from Asset Classification)
Threat source type

Threat source

Threat class:

Risk scenario score
Asset Risk (Ar) value / threat class
Ar=f(Ws; L)

Intentional

Criminal

Physical threats from third persons to objects (sabotage,
physical intrusion, etc.)

Intentional

Criminal

Threats from Employees with Criminal Intentions (info theft,
breach of confidentiality, fraud, sabotage, etc.)

0,75

Intentional

Non-criminal

Threats from Activists / Local community (Demonstrations,
Protesting, Campaigning, Blockade, etc.)

0,0625 (would not justify treatment)

Intentional

ICT

ICT attacks threats from third parties (hacking, introduction
of malware, intrusion, etc.)

0,5

1
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Risk Treatment
Selection of the strategy for managing risk
Risk treatment involves selecting a strategy for modifying risks related to an asset, and implementing this
strategy. Typical strategies include the following:
a) avoiding the risk by deciding not to start or continue with the activity that gives rise to the risk;
b) taking or increasing the risk in order to pursue an opportunity;
c) removing the risk source;
d) risk mitigation (reduce the likelihood and/or the impact);
e) sharing the risk with another party or parties (including contracts and risk financing); and
f) retaining the risk by informed decision.
Once the risks related to an asset are decided to be treated, a strategy has to be defined to manage the risk.
The proposed methodology provides tools for mitigating the likelihood and the impact of threats to assets.:
• Security guidelines;
• Vulnerability analysis and supplementary measures.
Average of all Risk scenario score
 Object Classification
Asset 3

Object Classification

Security Guidelines
(SG) to apply

Vulnerability Analysis

High Risk Object

SG Low = Mandatory
SG Med = Mandatory
SG High = Mandatory

Mandatory

Medium Risk Object

SG Low = Mandatory
SG Med = Mandatory
SG High = Facultative

Facultative

Low Risk Object

SG Low = Mandatory
SG Med = Facultative
SG High = Facultative

Facultative

Asset 6

Asset 1
Asset 2

Asset 5

Asset 4
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Risk Treatment
Security guidelines
Generally speaking it is not possible to identify a fixed set of detailed security measures that have to be
applied on all the assets by every Gas Operators; the security measures have to be defined by every single
Operator considering the national mandatory regulations and the specific environmental aspects.
That said, this methodology can support the Operators in identifying the security measures and, in particular,
the definition of its own Security Guidelines (“distinctive security measures sets”) that can be adopted for all
the assets belonging to a specific type and/or risk level.
In order to define its own Security Guidelines, the first step is to map all the outcome information from the
application of the risk analysis methodology, in order to have an overall overview of the risk values of the
assets for each threat/risk scenario considered.
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Risk Treatment
Security guidelines
With this approach each Operator, to build its own “Security Guidelines”, can easily analyze the common risk
scenario and identify the distinctive security measures to be adopted to cover cross threats and to mitigate
common risk scenario.

Control Area
List of controls
Explosives and ballistics Apply transparent polyester anti-shatter film to the glass
protection

Object classification
Low risk
Medium risk
High risk

Provide bomb blast net curtains
Install blast resistant glass (i.e. laminated glass) in new buildings or
refurbished windows

X

Install blast resistant secondary glazing inside exterior glazing
Restricting access from the reception area into the rest of the
building, for instance by the use of full height access control barriers
or doors

Repeating this first risk treatment for all the risk scenarios, the Operator can put together its own “Security
Guidelines” identifying the distinctive security measure for each “cluster” of assets and threats.

Note that, in order to support the Organizations, to define specific cross requirements for protecting the
different classified objects (Asset/Locations), this methodology proposes (it can be seen as an example) a set
of ‘security guidelines’. This proposed security measures, as said before, are not mandatory, they are just a
guide and the different Operators can choose different ones and build its own baseline.
Security guidelines are designed to be “incremental”: so measures identified in the guidelines for higher risk
assets include all the security measures defined in the guidelines for assets with a lower risk level.
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Risk Treatment
Security guidelines
The Operator has to define its own “guidelines check list” and flag, for each requirement previously
considerer, the specific risk level derived from the dashboard.
Adopting this approach will help each company to define customized guidelines that are specific to the
considered environment.

After having applied this approach to all the threats/risk scenarios considered, the guideline check list will be
characterized for each security measure related to each risk level (low, medium, high)
As defined during the “selection of the strategy for managing risk”, the application of these guidelines
should depend on the strategy adopted and should mitigate many of the defined risks.
The guidelines checklist is defined as follow:
• Kind of protection [first column]: this information helps to identify the different kind of protection that
should be addresses within the definition of the Security Guidelines :
 External protection: External/Perimeter protection is the first line of defense in providing physical
security for a facility. This can be accomplished by installing fences or other physical barriers, outside
lighting, lockable gates, intrusion detectors, or a guard force. Perimeter protection also includes walls,
lockable doors and windows, bars and grills, and fire escapes.
 Internal protection: After external perimeter controls, the second line of defense is interior controls.
When an intruder is able to penetrate the perimeter controls and the building exterior, the effectiveness
of interior controls is tested. There are few facilities where every employee has access to every area in
the facility. Accordingly, access to some areas is necessarily controlled. For example, interior controls are
necessary to protect classified information from unauthorized disclosure, to prevent damage to the area
or equipment, to prevent interference with operations, for safety purposes, or for a combination of these
and other reasons.
This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe
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Risk Treatment
Security guidelines
 Overall vulnerability mitigation process: in order to maintain up-to-date and effective the external and
internal protection controls, an overall vulnerability mitigation process (identification, protection) should
be in place
 Process control & IT: process control and IT is the third line of defense for ensure the security of an asset.
This deals with the identification of specific controls for managing information security within the
considered asset.
 Personnel security: personnel security is a cross checking process control related to the previous security
line of defense, managing the risk of staff or contractors exploiting their legitimate access to their
premises, information and staff for unauthorized purposes.
 Training & awareness: an adequate level of awareness, education, and training in security procedures
and the correct use of information processing facilities should be provided to all employees, contractors
and third party users to minimize possible security risks.
 Organizational security management: the last but not least line of defense of security management is
provided by an organizational management of security, dealing with role and responsibilities,
authorization processes, coordination and provision of adequate resources.
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Risk Treatment
Security guidelines
• Control Area [second column]: for each kind of protection (internal / external) identified, it has been
defined a list of control area that declines and specifies the most relevant control (list of control) [third
column]
 For the “external protection” the “Control Areas” are: HVAC Systems; Chemical, biological and
radiological (CBR); Closed Circuit Television (CCTV); Explosives and ballistics protection; Hostile Vehicle
Mitigation (HVM); Lighting; Perimeters and access control; Fire Escapes and Building Walls.
 For the “Internal protection” the “Control Areas” are: Area Designations; Intrusion Detection Systems;
Lock and keys
 For the “Overall vulnerability mitigation process” the “Control Areas” is: Vulnerable point Security

 For the “Process control & IT” the “Control Areas” are: Access control; Network security management;
Hardening management; Media handling; Operations management; Phisical security; Logging and
monitoring management
 For the “Personnel security” the “Control Areas” is: Personnel security
 For the “Training & awareness” the “Control Areas” is: Training & awareness

 For the “Organizational security management” the “Control Areas” is: Organizational security
management
• Site classification [fourth column]: these fields identify the scope of applicability of the defined controls for
each object level (High, Medium and Low risk)
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Risk Treatment
Eval. Effectiveness of AS-IS security measures & Gap Analysis
The security guidelines give an indication of the minimum security measures that should be applied to a
specific asset depending on the results of the object classification.
Organisations should analyze the security measures already in place for their assets, evaluate their
effectiveness and compare them with the security guidelines associated with the asset. The security measures
in place could result to be:
• Not present;
• Present but not effective;
• Present and effective;
• Not present but there is another security measure in place with an equivalent effectiveness.

Kind of
protection Control Area
External HVAC Systems
protection

…

Chemical,
biological and
radiological
(CBR)
…

List of controls
Prevent Access to Outdoor Air Intakes:
- Relocate Outdoor Air Intake Vents to a publicly
inaccessible location is preferable. Ideally, the
intake should be located on a secure roof …
Secure Return Air Grilles (HVAC return-air grilles
that are publicly accessible and not easily
observed by security may be vulnerable to
targeting for CBR contaminant)
Improve air filters or upgrade your air-handling
systems, as necessary

AS-IS security measures
Equivalent Present and Present but
Not present
effectiveness effective not effective
X

x

x

…
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Risk Treatment
Risk Treatment Plan (security guidelines)
GAP identified in the previous steps should be filled to meet the minimum security requirements.
Risk Treatment Plans (for security guidelines) should be designed to implement the missing/uneffective
security measures and to reach a minimum security level for the given classified object.
Effectiveness and Gap
Analysis Outcome

Risk Treatment plan

Not present

The Organization should plan their implementation

Present but not effective

The Organization should plan their review and
improve their implementation

Present and effective

The Organization should do anything but maintain
the security measures already in place

Not present but have an
equivalent effectiveness with
the security guidelines
measures.

The Organization should evaluate to update the
security guidelines explaining the criteria of the
equivalent effectiveness

The treatment plan should clearly identify the priority order in which individual risk treatments should be
implemented.
Priority definition should consider the results of the risk analysis where a weighted risk value is given for every
risk scenario.
Security measures covering risk scenarios with higher “Risk Scenario Score” should have higher priorities.
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Risk Treatment
Evaluation of the residual risk - Identification
Security Guidelines measures could be not enough to mitigate all the risks (derived from each risk scenarios)
identified for the asset during the risk analysis phase and to bring them to an acceptable level.
An evaluation of the residual risks has to be done: to do this, all the AS-IS security measures already implemented
and the security measures to be implemented (if any), coming from the first “Risk Treatment Plan (security
guidelines)”, have to be mapped against the relevant Risk Scenario (output of the preliminary analysis) and their
coverage has to be evaluated.
All relevant risk scenario that are not mitigated (are over the acceptable level that is defined by the organization
Risk Criteria) by the AS-IS security measures and the security guidelines measures form the residual risks.
Asset/Component XXX Characteristics
(from Asset Classification)

Threat
source
type

Threat
source

Intentional

Criminal

Intentional

Criminal

Intentional

Noncriminal

Intentional

ICT

Threat class:
Physical threats from third persons
to objects (sabotage, physical
intrusion, etc.)
Threats from Employees with
Criminal Intentions (info theft, breach
of confidentiality, fraud, sabotage,
etc.)
Threats from Activists / Local
community (Demonstrations,
Protesting, Campaigning, Blockade,
etc.)
ICT attacks threats from third parties
(hacking, introduction of malware,
intrusion, etc.)

Residual Risk

Risk scenario
score
Asset Risk (Ar)
value/threat
class
Ar=f(Ws; L)

Security
Guidelines
measures

Ar 1

Ar 2

Ar x

VS

Residual Risk
scenario
Residual Ar 1 [1-5]

+

Residual Ar 2 [1-5]

AS-IS
security
measures

Residual Ar x [1-5]

Ar n
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Risk Treatment
Evaluation of the residual risk - Evaluation
Depending on the strategy and the risk
criteria the residual risk has to be
evaluated and consequently a vulnerability
analysis has to be performed.
• If the strategy states that the Vulnerability
Analysis (VA) is mandatory then any residual risk
is considered to be not acceptable without
further analysis and a vulnerability analysis is
performed.
• If the strategy states that the VA is facultative,
further analysis has to be conducted to decide
whether or not the vulnerability analysis should
be conducted.

Object Classification

Security Guidelines
(SG) to apply

Vulnerability
Analysis

High Risk Object
(HRO)

SGlow = Mandatory
SGmed = Mandatory
SGhigh = Mandatory

Mandatory

Medium Risk Object
(MRO)

SGlow = Mandatory
SGmed = Mandatory
SGhigh = Facultative

Facultative

Low Risk Object
(LRO)

SGlow = Mandatory
SGmed = Facultative
SGhigh = Facultative

Facultative

Depends on
the strategy

Depends on
the risk criteria

LRO

This decision depends on the risk criteria
established by the organisation.
• If the strategy states that the VA is not
necessary, the residual risk is considered to be
acceptable and the risk treatment process ends.
On the right an example schema of the process of
deciding whether or not the residual risks of an
asset should be further analysed, deriving from the
example strategy.

No

Any “High
Residual risk”
Scenario?

Yes

HRO
MRO
LRO
?

MRO

HRO

Vulnerability
Analysis

Depends on
the risk criteria

Any “High/
Medum
Residual risk”
Scenario?

No

Yes

Residual risks
acceptable. No
further analysis.
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Risk Treatment
Vulnerability Analysis
The aim of the Vulnerability Analysis is to identify all the vulnerabilities of an asset, including:
• vulnerabilities that cause the presence of residual risks identified in the previous phase;
• vulnerabilities in implementation of the AS-IS security measures and of the security guidelines measures;
• other vulnerabilities that expose the asset to other residual risks not yet identified.

Note that, for High Risk Objects Vulnerability Analysis and the Supplementary measures are mandatory.
Once the vulnerabilities that need treatment have been identified, they are prioritised based on the residual
risk scenario score. In case a new threat that was not previously considered is identified in this step, a risk
assessment process has to be undertaken for this new threat.
The vulnerability analysis is a deep inspection/segmentation of a single risk scenario: the Organization can use
different methods (es. Path analysis, expert judgement ) but the outcome of the residual risk related to the
risk scenario has to be mapped on the 5 level qualitative framework of this methodology.
Asset/Component XXX
Characteristics
(from Asset Classification)
Threat
source
type
Natural
threat

Threat
source
Earth

Threat class:
Threats related
to Earthquake
(shock waves,
earth cracks,
etc.)

Risk scenario
score
Asset Risk (Ar)
value / threat class
Ar=f(Ws; L)

Residual Risk
scenario

Residual Ar 1
Ar 1

[5 - Very high Risk
Scenario (VH)]

Vulnerability 1:
Not anti-sismic design for
Asset XXX.

List of vulnerabilities

Residual Risk scenario

Vulnerability 1

Residual Ar 1

Vulnerability 2

Residual Ar 2

Vulnerability N

Residual Ar N
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Risk Treatment
Supplementary measures and risk treatment plan
Based on the result of the vulnerability analysis, supplementary measures have to be taken to close the
vulnerabilities that are evaluated to be needing treatment.
Different supplementary measures can be undertaken by the organisation to close the vulnerabilities
identified. It’s up to the organisation to decide which measure is more appropriate (e.g. Cost – benefit), after
an analysis of different possible solutions.
Once all supplementary measures to be implemented have been decided, a new risk treatment plan
(Supplementary measures) should be developed that should reflect the priorities coming from the previous
analysis.
List of vulnerabilities

Residual Risk scenario

Vulnerability 1

Residual Ar 1

Vulnerability 2

Residual Ar 2

Vulnerability N

Residual Ar N

List of vulnerabilities

Possible solutions

Vulnerability 1

Solution 1
Solution 2
...
Solution N

Vulnerability 2

...

...

...

Vulnerability N

...

List of
vulnerabilities

Residual Risk
scenario

Solution to implement

Vulnerability 1

Residual Ar 1

Supplementary Measure X

Vulnerability 2

Residual Ar 2

Accept associated risks

Vulnerability N

Residual Ar N

Supplementary Measure Z
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Summary
Asset/component
set
Asset Classification
Type

Criticality

Enviroment

Threat Catalogue
Type

Source

Class

Object Classification

“Potential” Risk Analysis

High Risk Object

Threat applicability
Qualitative Likelihood Estimation

Medium Risk Obj.

Qualitative Impact Estimation

Low Risk Obj.

Organization Risk
Criteria

Risk Evaluation
Preliminary Analysis (es. exclude
minor risk scenarios)

Risk Treatment

Security
Guidelines

Risk management Strategy

AS-IS Security
Measures

Effectiveness of AS-IS security
measures & Gap Analysis

For High Risk Objects
Vulnerability Analysis
and the Supplementary
measures
are mandatory.

Evaluation of the residual risk

Vulnerability Analysis
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ANNEX
Security Risk Assessment Tool

This study was prepared by KPMG Advisory S.p.A. for GIE – Gas Infrastructure Europe

Context and goals
The goal of this annex is to illustrate a short overview of the “Security Risk Assessment tool (SRA Tool)”
proposed for supporting the end-user to properly collect and analyze information and data, following the
defined methodology, in order to define the security global risk level for each asset in scope.
The SRA Tool covers the specific assessment phases described in the methodology proposed:
•
•
•
•

Asset classification
Threat analysis
Evaluation of likelihood and impact
Object classification
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Step one
Asset Classification
The objective in the first stage is to characterize the assets and/or the components that will define the
perimeter of the risk assessment process.

[FILLING DATA]

Asset Type: used to understand the role
and the function of the asset:
• Asset / Component ID;
• Related asset ID
• Description/function
Asset Criticality: used to understand the
criticality and the attractiveness of the
asset (or component) considered:
• Internal and external dependencies
• Financial impact
• Gas Supply Impact
• House/Facility
• Workforce
• Service Deliver

Asset Environment: used to support the
analysis of the applicability of a threat on
the asset:
• Surrounding environment
• Geographical characteristics

This column is used to valorise the
specific areas (Asset Type; Asset
Criticality; Asset Environment) identified.

This column is used
to support the
previous valorisation
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Step two
Threat applicability / Likelihood evaluation
The objective in the second stage is to address the threat scenario applicability and to evaluate the
specific security risk scenario likelihood
The specific characteristics are
automatically derived by the
previous step (asset
classification)
• Asset Type
• Asset Criticality
• Asset Environment

[FILLING DATA]
This section retrieve the index
of all the threat class
considered for the analysis

The first section is used to
valorise the applicability of
each specific threat class
to the asset considered…

…if the threat class is
applicable , it is required
to evaluate the specific
security risk scenario
likelihood
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Step two
Threat applicability / Likelihood evaluation
• For every asset, every threat class (from the threat catalogue) have to be considered.
• Considering the Asset Characteristics, it is evaluated the applicability of a threat class to the specific asset
(The ”Asset vs Threat” applicability matrix ).
• This can filter the universe of possible risk scenarios obtaining a set of applicable risk scenarios (Asset vs
Applicable Threat Class).
• For every remaining applicable risk scenarios it is evaluated the risk scenarios likelihood using the
qualitative approach defined by the Likelihood Estimation Scale
Asset vs. Threat applicability matrix
Surrounding
environment

Threat
source
type

Natural
threat

Threat
sourc
e

Earth

Threat class:

Airport/Flight
paths

Railways

...

Land Area

Shore Area

Off-shore

Volcanic Area

Cold / rainy
area

1/0

1/0

...

1/0

1/0

1/0

1/0

1/0

Considering the Asset/Component Characteristics, is the
threat class applcable to the specific Asset/Component?

1
Threats related to
Earthquake (shock
waves, earth cracks,
etc.)

...... ......

Houses,
industrial sites

Asset XYZ Characteristics
(from Asset Classification)

1/0

<Asset XYZ>

Geographical characteristic

Yes/No

Likelihood
Estimation
Scale

2
3
4
5

Risk scenarios
likelihood

If the Treat Class is applicable,
evaluate the specific security
riskItscenarios
likelihood
(L) that the
is extremely
unlikely

incident will occur: no experience in
the gas sector
Choose
from the Likelihood
It is unlikely
to occur: very limited experience in the gas sector:
Low probability
Estimation
Scale
occurs
approximately
once over 10 year)
It is a likely event: similar accidents have been reported in the gas
Medium probability
sector and occur approximately once every 5 years
It is very likely to occur: it has been experienced in most systems in
High probability
the gas sector and occurs once per year
It will happen in the close future: occurs twice per year or more
Very high probability
Very low probability
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Step three
Impact evaluation / Risk scenario impact
The objective in the third stage is to evaluate the seriousness and impact of each threat class scenario in
scope, based on the asset criticality

This section retrieve the
index of all the threat
class considered for the
analysis

For each applicable threat class
matched with every criticality, it is
required to fill the impact
(seriousness). This will influence the
overall weighted impact

[FILLING DATA]

The specific criticality are
automatically derived by
the previous step (asset
classification)
• Asset Type
• Asset Criticality
• Asset Environment

For each applicable
threat class matching
with every criticality, a
weighted impact is
automatically calculated

For every applicable risk
scenarios it is
automatically evaluated
the “Risk Scenario Impact”
as the average of all the
weighted Impact.
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Step four
Asset Risk value
The objective in the forth stage is to calculate the overall risk value for each threat class scenario, and
identify the “object classification”
For each applicable
threat is retrieved a
likelihood and impact
(weighted impact) value
For each applicable
threat is automatically
calculated the risk value
based on the defined
risk matrix

This section retrieve
the index of all the
threat class considered
for the anlysis

For each asset an “Object Classification”
is calculated as the average value of all
the risk values identified
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Overall view
In the “Graph” sheet an overall view is included in order to quickly have a perception of the significant
evidences about the security risk assessment
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